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ABSTRACT 

The paper is concerned with problems of deteri:linin'} growth 

strategies of enterprises and research organizations functionin~ 

under condi tions o.f econornic . reform. Three ty!_:>es of enterprise 

management structures are analyzed. The choice Q,f growth strateg~ 

is to be made by all the actor.s involved in the dec·is;i.on makincr 

~rocess. Due to the fact that the objectives of these actors are 

not the same, this process is, in generał, very len~thy and ardu

ous. Some formalized procedures of expert jud~emcnt and collective 

decision making that can facilitate the negotiations on the devel

opment of an enterprise or research organization are discussed. 

To make the chcice of an enterprise growth strate']Y easier, a com~ 

puterized model describinq financial aspects of the functioning of 

an enterprise under conditions' of economic reform was constructed . 

Using ·it, various scenarios of the enterprise growth can bę sirnu

lated and verified. Computer systeras were also worked out for the 

purpose of selecting scenarios to be e xamined and the chcice of 

the best one(s). The paper presents i n brief results of the ap~li

cation of the approach discussed as well as experience gained. 

Keywords: · Decision support, expert judgernent, collective decision 

making, auction procedures, growth strategy, management structurt 
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' 1. ENTERPRISE MĄNAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND RELATED PROBLEMS 

The chcice of a gro~th strategy of an enterprise f~ctionin~ 

under conditions of economic reform is a crucial problem .due to 

the · socio-economic · consequences resulting from implernentation of 

a chosen strategy. The manner in which this chcice is made is 

strictly connected .with the management structure of an 'enterprise. 

In Poland, many problems related to various structures of enter

prise management have recently been under discussion. Three types 

of this structure are being taken into account: strictly central

ized, strictly decentralized and multi-interactive. 

1.1. Strictly . centralized (pyramid) structure 

For enterprises (or research organization~) the most common 

management structure is such as shown in Fig.1. This hierarchical 

(pyramid) structure is typical for the centrally ~lanned economy. 

The most decisive influence 9n the functioning of such enterprises 

comes from governmental agencies (e,g. the Central Planning Board) 

or branch ministries. Top managers (i.e. director-~n-chief and 

deputy-directors) and representatives of rolitical organizations 

and trade unions constitute,, 1thę upper level of-enterprise~ Heads 

of divisions and/or departments form the medium level. Headp of 

production units, teams, laboratiories etc., compose the bottom 

level of this structure. 

From the experience gained during the last 40 years it fol

lows that this management · structure is not very effective because: 

(i) The information flow is improper and delayed. ~oreover, false 

re~orting of the obtained results very often takes place; (ii) The 

top level does not real~y understand problems to be solved at lo

wer levels; (iii) The objectives of a higher level are not adjusta:i 
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Fig.1. The strictly centralized (pyramid) structure 

of enterprise management. 
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to those of a lower one and there areno effective methods for 

solving these between-level conflicts; (iv) Decision making is made 

diff: cul t due to bureaucratic procedures; (v) The role of. workers 

is neglected; (vi) The enterprise activity is mostly plan · and pro

duction volume -oriented. 

Moreover, the economic effectiveness of enterprise~ having the 

hierarchie structure is not satisfactory. 
·, 

1.2. Stric~ly decentralized (autonomous) structure 

As the result of .. economic reform some attempts have . recently 

been made at establishing a new type of management structure, 

strictly _opposite to the hierarchical one (Fig.2) . Such an approach 

to management problerns is based on the concepts of partnership, 

active participation, industrial democracy etc. It relies on the 

.assumption that in a modern enterprise the main role is to' be ;:,layed 

' by the self-management . In enterprises of this type the gro~th 

strategy (short-term as well 'as long-term) is to be determined by 

the self,-manag.ement and managers are only to implement this strate

gy [Madżar (1987), Vanek (1970)). Such a _management s·tructure is 

characteristic for the ·Yugoslav-type socia:list. economy and, to some 

e.xtent, for Algeria's ecofi{imy [Martyniak (1988_), Meistv r (1981) ). 

Various concepts of self-management enterprises are also being dis

cussed in the Soviet Union, France (the_works of A. ~eister (1981), 

P., Rosenva1lon (1981), J.-Bounine and ·F. Dalle (1981))and in many 

other -_East - and West - European countries _[Mad żar ( 1987), Vanek 

( 1970) J. The· economy ba sed on self-management enterprises is called 

. in literature the Labour Market Econorny; also a new category of 

the so-called Participatory Economy is now being introduced [Vanek 

( 1970) ) . 
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SELF-MANAGEMENT 

TOP MANAGERS 

(Director-in--CW.ef, Deputy Directors) 
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j 
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Fig.2. The stri9tly decentralized (autonornous) structure 

of enterprise management. 
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However, the experience ·gained from the analys,is of the 

performance of Yugoslav enterprises points out that the manage

ment structure upder discussion is also not very effective. - Such 

a situation is due to the fact that the self-mapagement._idea is 

based on tao many, not very realistic, assumptions. The mo?t 

crucial ones are as follows: there is no conflict between (i) the 

individual and social · choice; (ii) the long-term objectives and 

' the current ones. 
/ 

It is observed · that in' enterprises of the self-manaqement 

type the maJor part of the profit is used for wages increases· 

and bonuses; the enterprise operation is mostly deterrnined by 

short-term forecasts. In generał , long~tern. objectives, because 

of a long period of money return, are underestirnated. As a re

sult, the level of innoyation is relatively low and R&D problems 

_are neglected . 

. 1 .3. Multi-interactive (societal) structure 

The analysis of enterprises acting in the centrally planned 

. and market economies makes it possible, to assume that for the 

Polish industry a re~nable management ~tructure can be such as 
/ / . 

shown in E'ig.3; it can be called the societal management structu-

re. - .This approach is fustified only under the assumption that an 

enterprise is functioning in conditions of real economic reform 

involving: (i) changes in the ownership s.tructure; (ii) proper 

role of prices; (iii) decentrali·zation of planning; (iv) credit 

· policy based on commercial principles etc. 

A proposed management structure consists of two main levels 

having different time horizons . The upper level constitutes the 

Board of Negotiators which is the counterpart of the Board of 
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Directors, typical for the Western type market economy. This Board 

should. comprise all the actors having influence on the functioning 

of an enterprise; i.e. acting within the enterprise: (il. chief 

executive officer? {i.e. executive-iri-chief and deputy executives); 

{ii) stockholders (being employed in the enterprise); (iii) repre

sentatives of workers; (iv) political. organizations (parties); 

(v) trade unions as well as from its environment: {il branch mi~ . ' 
nistries (representing the Treasury); {ii) banks; (iii) stockhold

ers (not employed in the enterprise); (iv) professional associa

tions (societies); (v) polit-:i.cal associations (societies, clul;ls); 

(vi) ecological associations; (vii) consumer associations. 

Strategie decisions _of the Board, related to the iong-or medium 

- term objectives, should·result from the negotiation process, as 

formalized as possible. The voting power of all the members of . 

Board should be precisely defined. 

The lower level is constituted by the Chief Executive ąfficers 

( J, .e. Executive-in-Chief and 'oeputy Executives). Th·e Executives 

are to follow the .growth strategy determined by· the Board of Nego

tiators, however they are in charge of all the problems connected 

with implementation of this strategy in a ·given time horizon, i.e. 

with the current functioni9? ~fan enterprise as well as the short

-term objectives. They are nominated and they can be fired by the 

decision of the Board only. Prom the above it fellows that the 

role of Chief Executive Officers is not the sane as that of Top 

Managers in the strictly centralized structure. 

Recently, special attention - is being paid to the problem of 

introducing the category of stockholders to the Polish economy. 

Many alterńative solutions to this problem are now under discussion 

at the Parli:ament ' (e.g: within the S_ocio-Economic Council), gov-

emmental agencies (e.g. within the Consulting Economic Board), 

o 
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professional associations (e.g. within the Polish Econornic Society, 

Chief Technical_ Or~anization, Polish Operations Research and Sys

tems Analysis Society), trade unions as well as in the Polish . 

press [Kierczyński (1988), Korwin-Mikke (1988), Krawczyk (1988), 

Martyniak (1988), Zyżyński (1988-)]. The emissian of bonds, recen

tly approved by the Parliament, can be an additional tool _in this 

case. Also, some decisions related to this problem .have already 

been made in the Soviet Union. · 

It · should . be pointed ·out that the branc.h rninistries· (Le; 

Ministry of Industry-, Ministry of Finance representing the Trea

sury etc.) are considered as stockholders only. ·Their role in 

enterprise management is therefare less important than in the case 

of strictly centralized structure, characteristic for the Ćentrally 

planned economy (see Subsection 1.1, Fig.1). The voting power of 

these ministries would depend upon the volurne of their stock. 

In generał, it can be assumed that .the voting power of partic

ular actors depends upon: . (i) the volume of stock they own, and/or; 

(-!:_i) the importance of the societal power they -represent. 

A given part of total weights (fixed in the course of nego

tiations) is allocated to non-economic, societal representation in 

the Board of Negotiators; . e.g. ecological associations, consurner 

associations etc. If same negotiators belong to both groups _(i) 

and (ii}, their negotiation power adds up. Moreover, the problem 

of establishing different or equal weights for the _stock of partic

ular negotiators is an open question now. One approach to this 

problem is given in [Korwin-Mikke {1988), Krawczyk (1988), llartyniak 

t1988), ~yzyński (1938) J. 

The effective operation of the Board of Negotiators is not 

possible without computerized models (data bases , expert s y sterns, 

sirnulation models~ computer graphics etc ) that allow various 
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scenarios of enterprise development as well as different a spects 

of 1 the functioning of enterprise to be examined. This f e llows frorn 

the fact that all of the members of the Board sho;ld have at their 

disposal the -entire necessary and reiiable information on enter

prise activity and ·outcomes - at least to the same extent as the 

Chief Executive Officer. It is hoped that the use of these models 

would make all kinds of false reporting and. cheating ·(manipulation) 

more _difficult, since this often takes place at different levels of 

the strictly centralized management structure. 

It is expected that the multi-actor negotiation structure of 

management would be more effective than the strictly centralized 

and strictly decentraliŻed ones. Moreover, it is supposed that it 
. . 

has all the positive features of the latter; e.g. easiness of stra-

tegie planning (typical for the centralized structure) and indus

trial dernocracy, active participation· and partnership features 

(typical for the decentralized structure). At the ·same time, one 

can also expect that this_.,, structure is free of the drawbacks spe

cifie for centrally planned and autonomous economies. 

2 . PROBLEM .STATEMENT 
li 

From the previous Section it fellows that the chcice of enter-

prise growth strategy is to . be made (according to the management 

structure) under more or less active participation of all the actors 

involved in the decision rnaking process at a c onside red level of 

hierarchy . A characteristic f eature of this process is that the 

finał decision is usually made a s a r esult of t edious_negotiations. 

This i s the case for every .t ype of management struc ture a na lyzed. 

For the stri c tly centralized śtructure one can expect that t he ge

nerati on of a development policy is --connected with negot-iat i ons 
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among the top managers (i.e. director-in-chief and deputy direc

tors) and representatives of political organizations and .trade 

unions . A similar situation occurs for the self-~anagernent enter

prise ; in this case the nwnber of negotiators is even greater. 

The multi-interactive structure of enterprise management assumed 

to be t he most suitable for the Polish economy, involves the 

greatest number of actors taking part il) the decision rnaking 

process (see Fig.3). In generał, they have different or sometimes 

e vCcll opposing objectives. Possible differences. in the actors' 

o plll ions on the enterprise develop~ent are rnostly related to: 

. (i) the profit gained in a specified time · horizon ; (ii) the pro

duction level; (iii) employment; (iv) wages; (v) investments; 

(vi) the cost of raw materials and energy; (vii) R&D expenditures; 

(viii) advertising expenditures. 

Such a situation leads to different proposals on the enter

prise growth strategy; the negotiation process is , thus . very 

lengthy and arduous and, in generał, it is difficult to obtain 

a compromise ·solution . . It is obvious :that in this case com!)uter

-aided decision support procedures are necessary to reach· con

sensus on this matter. Using them, this goal ·can be achieved much 

, faster -than in the case of traditional negotiation techniques ; 

e.g. "difficult talks" etc. Moreover, the application of c~mput.

erized procedures of collective decis;i.on makinq as well as expert 

judgement techniques yields better results than those based on 
. . . . 

the managers/experts' individual experience ·and intuition. Due to 

the application of computerized models of enterprise functioninc; 

a greater number of a pproaches and alternative solutions can be 

analyzed and evaluate9. 

It should be pointed out that tO construct the enterprise 

grow : h strategy one has to know not only the current state of an 

enterprise and its e ~v ironment (i.e. all the mec hanisms and regu-
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lations), but also possible changes of this state in the future. 

F-or this reason the chdice of enterprise growth strategy is, · in 

generał, accomplished in two stages: (i) At the first one, a set 

of possible scenarios, constituting -the basis for constrtiction 

of alternative gr~~th strategi~s, is determined (at this stage 

all possible trade-offs can be made); (ii) At 'the second one, 
. . 

al l of the actors involved make the ~hoice of the best strategy 

(or strategies) from the -selected set. 

The proćess of constructing a set of alternative growth 

strategies of which the best one (or ones) is to be chosen can 

be significantly simplified by "llleans of expert judgement proce

dures. Having sucha set, the best alternative(s) can be chosen 

using collective deci~ion making proce dures that facilitate the 

negotiation process. Same _of them, called "the auction procedu

res", are formed as non-cooperative, non-zero-sum games of Nash 

type. 

In order to make the ch"ice of an enterprise growth stra~ 

tegy easier, a computerized model d·escribing financial aspects 

of the functioning of an enterprise under condit,.ions of economic 

reform was-constructed at th~ - Systems Research Inst;itute 

[Straszak et al (1987)]. óśing this model, various- scenarios of 

enterprise growth can be simulated and verified. A computer 

package EXPERT, also· worked out at the Systems Research Insti~ 

tute, imple!T\ente_d on an IBM PC - [Ksieżopolska (1987)] can _be used 

to construct the set of the most substantial alternative growth 

strategies. To examine possibilities of the proposed approach 

this model was applied for determinirig a research institute 

growth str~tegy. To deterrnine sucha strategy one has to salve 

the problem of assigning research workers to !?articular projects. 
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~or this pu:rpose a computer~aided negotiation system was worked 

out [Jakubowski, Kulikowski, Wagner · (1984)]. 

The successive sections present the theoretical background, 

-resu~ts of the application of the considered approach as well 

as the experience g~ined. 

3. PROCEDURES FOR C0LLECTIVE DECISION MAKING 

In this :section a brief description of procedures for col- . 

lective decision making is ~resented. It should be pointed . out 

that the analysed procedures can be applied ad .hoc for solving 

the essential problems related to multi-actor negotiation manage

ment (see Subsection 1.3). 
. . 

. In generał., collective decision making problems are defined 

as fellows. There is a colfective, whose members (referred to as 

individuals, participants or bidders) intend to realize a joint 

venture (called throughout the public good) and conditions of it 

are to be established on the basis of collective agreement. In 

other words, a collective is said to have reac.hed agreement when 

the outcome of the decision process takes into account - to the 

masimum possible extent - thę preferences of all its members. It 

is , assuroed that the participants have to contribute the private 

good (this is to be unqerstood more generally , i.e. it can be 

measured not only in monetary units) for the production of the 

public good. Various procedures are used to salve this problem. 

A generał taxonomy of rnethods for collective decision makin, 

is presented in Fig.4. In the paper only those are considered t mi 

make it ,possible to reveal the preference of each participant for 

the public good and give him a possibility to change his decisions 

on the basis of information on the behaviour of others. As we have 
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Types of fields Maior classes of methods and forms 

~Voting 
l_s_o_c_1._· a-1--~-h_o_i_c_e_t_h_e_o_r_y ... ,~ _ Social 
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welfare function ~ Social 

( 
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------------. / ~ Polling 
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~Simula tion 

~Implementing and 
controlling 

------

The -, ------,---=-- . Game theory . 
The 

norrnal f _orm :::,ayoff function 

char-acteristic f\llłction form 

.c 

Fig.4. A taxonorny of rnethods for collective decision rnaking 

[Hwang, Lin (1987) .]. 
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already mentioned, the game theory is the ,basis of ' these auction 

procedures; more precisely the games with normal- f.onns of pay-off 

functions. This group of methods is shown at the bottom of -!he 
. - . . 

diagram presented in Fig.4~ The methodological basis -of computer 
. ~ . : I 

package EXPERT., . described ·briefly in Subsec~ion 4 .. 2, belongs to . ' ' , 
the expert judgement methods; the class: · .. systematic structuring" . 

(see _the medium błock of the diagram), 

1, Two types of collect.i:ve decis_ion inaking- próblęms ara · distin

guished [Afanasev, Le zina- ( 1982), , Engeibrecht~Wiggans - ( 1980)]: 

Problem ::t. A collective lias to ćhoose among discrete alternatives. 

It is assuąied that the preferences of an individual for particular 

alternatives are significantly different. 

Problem II. A ćollective has to choose and_ f inance the public 

divisible geod. It is assumed that its members .differ in opinions 

on the amollllt of this ·public good to be produced as 'well as on 

the share of cost. 

The application of auction procedures for solving Problem ·! 

(choice among ' discrete alternatives) is especially advantageous 

in the case -when the Board of Negotiators, seen as the top level 

of the interactive .managem_ent structure (see Subsection 1.3), is 

going to make a decision on the choice of _growth strategy from a 

given set. , For strategies resulting from .different objectives, 
' - ' 

such as: (i) maximization·of the enterprise profit; (ii) maximiza

tion of the production level; (iii) maximization of wages, or 

(iv) minimization of the production costs, -the negotiations on the 

chcice of one of them can be effectiv'ely facilitated if the mentio„ 

ned auction procedur~ of collectiVE;! decision making is used. Also, 

the finał ordering of the considered alternatives, beirig "the 

average" outcome of particular ac tors' preferences, car, be obtain

ed as a result of negotiations carried out with the help of this 

proc edure . 
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on the other .hand, the auction procl:!dure for solving. Problem II 

(chibfce . . ,of the quantity and financ.ing of the I?ublic divisible 

good can facilitate the negotiations on the 'following_ multi-

-actór decision problem: _-

Let ·us · assume that a g:l.ven enterprise gr_owth strategy·. has , . , 

been chosen. 'l'_!le problem ~hich is now to be solved is as fellows: 

(il What level of the investment should be .taken i.I{t'ó acco.unt: 

· (i.i) Wha t should the · ac tors' ( i. e; the ministries, banks, stock-
. . . . . . . 

holders etc.) share in this investment be. 

The actor~' Opinions on these questions are usually di':!:ferent. 

The considered auction procedure could be effectively applied in 

this case. _Moreover, many other decision making :9roblems, similar 

to those presented_ above, ·ca·n be solved as well. The procedure for 

solving Problem II is given in Slibsection 3.2. 

3.1. Procediires . foi chcice arnong discrete alternatives · (Problem I) 

It is assumed that ' there is a 1inite set 

of rnutually exclusive alternatives Ak(k=1 , ... ,W) and a co;l.lective 

of N actors 'has to chbose· among them. 

From the theoretical standpoint sucha problem can be consid

ered as that of ordering a set of elements. It _should be noted that 

the problem formulated is sirnilar to that solved by well known, 

traditional auctions of objects. Due t _o · this similarity some pro

cedures used in the collective decision rnaking for the ć:hoice am:,ng 

discrete alternatives are patterned after these auctions. The 

alternatives can be auctioned sirnultaneously or sequentially. 
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Simultaneous auctions: 

Let us denote 

the quantity the i-th participant !Ui) is willing "to pay" 

for the k~th alternative (i.e. the u1s bid); . 

b!.:o; i=1, .' •• ,N; k·=1 , ••• ,W . 

wi - the i-th participant's endowment of the private good. 

It is assumed that 

\'1 
~ bi< . ,, k- wi, for ~ .. i=l, •.• ,N. 

k=1 

A "winning" alternative (or alternatives) A* is one for which 

the algebraic sum of the participants bids is rnaximal; i. e. 

N 
E 

i= 1 
=> MAX. 

If due to the irnposed constraints rnore than one alternative can 

be chosen, then an auxiliary procedure should be available to 

determine the best option arnong those having the same sum of . bids. 

Se~uential auctions: 

Two types of sequential auctions can be applied depending on 

the fact whether the auctioneer (or bidders ·-:themselves) call suc

cessively higher or lower "prices" for a given alternative : The 

first case corresponds to the so-cailed English (ascend_ing) a uction, 

the second one - to the so-called Dutch (descending) auction. 

The English auction proceeds as fellows: 

- For each alternative Ak(k=1, .• . ,W) the auctionęer calls succes

sively higher "prices" until only o ne willing bidder remains. 
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* The participant Ui making the highest bid for a given alterna-

* tive Ak "pays" the amount .he has bid; i.e. this acount , bk 

* is subtracted from his endowment· _wi. 

- Wheń all the alternatives are "sold", . they are ordered with 

·* 
·respect tci "the price" paid (i.e. bk' k=1, ••• ,W). 

If the re·sulting order is not accepted by all the participant·s-, 

then 'the process of bidding is _ repeated etc; 

The Dutch auction proc_eeds ,as 'fbllows: 

- _yor a given alternative Ak (k=1 :, ••• ,W) the auctioneer initially 

calls for a very high "price", then he lowers it until some 

bidder · stops the aQctj.on and "claim_s" this al ternative for that 

price. 

* - The endowment of .a winning bidder is reduced by h~.s bid bk. 

- When .all the alternatives are "sold", they are ordered with 

* respect to "the price" paid (i.e. bk; k=1, .•. ,W). 

- If the resulting order is not accepted by all the partici~ants, 

then the proc~ss of bidding i _s repeated. 

If the auctioneer knows the quantities w. (i=1 , •.• ,N) of priv ate 
' ·:!; . -• l. . 

good owned by the participants, theń the highest (initial) bid 

can be established ·as equal to (w. ) • 
1. max 

It should be emphasized that - in both cases of sequential 

auctions presęnted above - the order in which alternatives are 

auctioned as well as detepnining of the highest (or lowest) bid 

. affects the finał chcice. 
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3.2. Procedures for chcice of the quantity and financing the 

public divisible good (Problem II). 

Consider a collective composed of N · members, who are going -

to contribute to the production of the public. good ; .The amount of 

thj,s geod as wei:l as the partic,ipant 's • U . (i= 1 , . • . ,N) share of 
/' . . .1. -

the to tal cost is to be determined •. 

The following notation is used . 

X - the quantity of the public good (this quanti ty · is not known 

a priori); 

Xi - the quan_tity of the publ.ic good proposetl by the i-th 9artici-

/ • . 

wi - the endowrnent of the private good of the i -th par~icipant: 

Bi - the bid of the i-th participant: i.e. his share of the total 

cost 

yi=(wi-Bi) - the quantity of the private ~ood retainedty the i-th 

participant after submission of the bid Bi, O~yi~wi; 

Vi (y1 ,x) - the payoff function of the i-th particir>ant yielding 

Vi units if the i-th participant retains y i units of the . 

private geod and the collective chooses to produce . X units of 

·the public good; it is assumed that this function is increasing 

and quasiconcave in the variables yi and X. · 

Usually, it is assumed that 

This condition is €quivalent to the assumption that each of 

the collective members is interested in the production of · the public 

good; i.e. for every non-zero bid Bi (hence yi=wi-B i <1..: i), the va l ue 

o f the participant's payoff funct i on i s greater t hen i n the case 
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włien Bi=O (hence yi=wi). In other words, the pa:rtic ipants have 

nothing to gai.n by desis_ting from the produc~i on of the public 

_good. 

To solve t he problem under consideration the fo1lowinq multi-

stage procedµre i? used: 

It is assumed that at each . ~tage t (t=1,2, ••• ) the ~artici

pants submit their p~opos?·ls (Bi,Xi). On the basi~ of 1=,.he infor

·· _mation. received, · the aucti.oneer computes: (i) • the "_average" quan-
• .. - 1 .N . , 

.tity o~ the public geod , Le . X _= N_ i:1 x1 ~ . 

( ii) the total · cost share allocated to the i-th participant, i. e . 

- where 

q - the unit cost of the public good · (it is as_sumed that 

q = CQ;nst) ; 

cri- the sum of ·bids of all. participants excluding the i-th one, i.e. 

N 
o. ·= . · E ' B. , . 

1. i;tj'=1 ~ 

x- the ·partial average _ quantity of the public good resulting frorn 
r: i 

the prc:,p6sa_ls of .all participants excluding the i-th one, Le. 

-~ 
=-~ ~ I: Xj. -

N - 1 i>'j =1 

In c,ieneral, the quantity Bi ·,, is different 1:rorn the ·bid · Bi proposed 

by the i-th participant; i,e. 8i;<B1 . 

It is assumed that the collective reaches agreement if each 

· of its mernbers accepts the share of total cost allocated to hirn and 

the collective's proposed quantity of the public gooą as his perso

nal proposal; i. e. i _f the following equalities . hold: 

X. = X; 
l. ' 
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when Bi=O (hence yi=wi). In other word s , the participants have 

nothing to. gain by desisting from the production of the public 

good. 

To solve the problem under consideration the following 

multistage procedure is used: 

It is assumed that at each stage t · (t=1 , 2 , .• • ) ·the partici

pants submit their proposals (Bi,Xi). On the basis of the intor

mation received, the auctioner com~utes: 

( i) the '"average" guantity of the public góod, _ i.e. 

N 
1 ,... X 
N- t... 1.· ; 
.. i=1 

(ii) the total cost- share allo_cated tą the i-th participant, i.e. 

where · 

q - the unit cos of the public geod -(it ' is assumed that 

q = Const), 

oi- the sum of bids of all patticipants excluding the i-th 

one, i.e. 

X. - the partial 
l.· 

N 
cri 1: B . , 

i;,tj=1 J 
average quantity of the puł!lic good resulting 

from the proposals of all participants excluding the i-th 

one, i.e. 
N 

X.i. =--1._ l: X N 1 J .• 
- :l.>'j =1 

In generał, the quanti ty 8~ is different from the bid Bi propo

sed by the i-th participant; i.~. Si„ Bi. 

It is assumed that the collective reaches agreement if each 

of i ts members accepts the share of total cost a llocated to hirn 

anó t:ie collective's proposed quantity of the public good as his 
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personal proposal; i.e. if the f~llowing equalities hold : 

Bi = oi, Xi = X; for tii\ = 1-, · ••• ,N. 

If the particip~nts fail to .reaoh agreement on the quantity 

.of the public good to be produced and/or to the cost share allo-
/ 

cated ·to them, then the next step of the vrocedure rnust be under-

taken.· The participants submit new two-tup~es (Bi ,Xi) and the 

auctioneer .computes ·the qliantities defined by steps (l)-(ii): 

Using them, • t}1e .participants evaluate their payoff· functions and 

so on. 

3.3. Realization of collective decis ion making procedures 

The information received by partlcipants at the end of . each 

iteration has a p~ofound effect on .the process ·of ccillective · -

decisión making. Two extreme situations should be distinguished. 

The i nfórmation .comprises the complete data concerning all t;he 

participants o·r aggregated .ińforrnation on some chosen performance 

indices is available only. -It should be emphasized that the auc

tioneer can control this information in order to achieve his own 

goals or influence the finał results of tłie decision making pro

cess. Similar problems occur :i,n expert judgernent. it seerns reaso~ 
-

able to make use cif experience gained in this field, e.g. that 

resulting from impl~mentation of different -versions of the Delphi 
. -
procedure , for the purpose of constructing efficient and -reliable 

auction procedures. 

For the process of collective decision making to be effi-· 

·cient, .it is necessary to determine precisely the stopping rule. 

It i s .evident that if after the t-th iteration no one wants to 

change his bid, theri the results _obtained can be considered as 

agreed upon and the procedure is stopped. However,· a collective 
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can fail to reach unanimity -0n a finał choice. Therefore the 

maxilnal admissible number of iterations should be fixed in advance. 

The introduction of sucha constraint affects the dynamics of 

interactions between the auctioneer and participants. · This con

clusion is confirmed by experience gainell. from !)ractical appli-,

cations of the :procedures mentioned .(Sawaragi, .Inoue (1986)] . . 

The auction procedures for coll.ective decision making are 

discussed - in mpre detail in [Afanasev, Leziria (1982), Engelbrecht

-Wiggans '(1980), Groves, Ledyard (1977), Jakubowski; Kulikowski, ; 

Wagner (1984), Kulikowski, Jakubowski, Wagner . (1986), Smith (1980) ], 

4. CHOICE OF AN ENTERPRISE GROWTH STRATEGY 

Three main camponents of enterprise growth strategy can- be 

distinguished: { i) financial strategy; , { ii) employee' s income 

strategy1 (iii) research & devel.opment strategy. 

As was al.ready mentioned, in order to facilitate the con

struction of these strate~ies, computerized models describing 

some chosen aspects of the enterprise functioning have been wor

ked out. 

_4.1. Financial model of an enterprise (FME) 

A computeiized model describing financial aspects of the 

functioning of an enterpris~ under di~ferent tax regulations 

was constructed [Straszak et al (1987)]. In this model the deqi

sion variables are as fellows: production level, employment, 

wages, investments, advertising expend_itures, cost of . raw materials 

and energy connected with the chosen technology,- R&D expenditures. 

The enterprise environment is described by the inflation rate 

and market ~haracterization. _ The profit ' gained in a ·specified 

time horizon 1s considereą as one of the objectives. Other objec

tives can be as fellows: (i) maximization of the · production leve~ 
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(ii) maximization of wages; or (iii) minimization of próduction 

costs. 

To simulate . the behaviour of an eńterprise one has to spe

.cify the values of . all the variables _invoLved, i.e. those ·de

scrib1ng the_ enterprise itse_lf and its environment. Hence using 

t b,is model, it is possible to simulate and verify various scena-
• I 

, rios of enterprise growth_- Such scenarios can be constructed by ' 

_specialists having iIJ.!,imate knowledge of a given .enterprise. All 

the aspects of the .furictionning of an enterprise have to be taken 

intó account when establishing these scenarios; hence the mimbe·r 

of them can .be quite large. 

It should be . readily apparent that the numbe_r of strategies 

to be deĆi<led upon by all the actors taking part in . the· decision 
. . 

process has to b ·e small ·enough. Hence the most · substa:ntial · scena-

rios, i.e. · those constituting the basis for construction of alter

native growth · strategies, ·shGuld be chosen. For this purpose the 

. comput~r package EXPERT can ~e applied [Ksieżopolska · (1987)}. 

4.2. Computer package EXPERT 
, r 

The computer package EXP_ERT compri~es the following expert 

judgement procedures: ( i) tl,'ose, making it,: possilile to determine 
. • ,.; . . ·, . 

a winner in the sense of Condorcet, Copeland, Berda, Paretci ·'and - · 
. - •. - ' . _: _____ ( 

• • • • ,, • • I 

Banks;(ii) Kemeny's median; (iii) , the geometrie approach (p~opo~, 
,. ~ 

sed by · Kuzmin et al.) [Ksieżopoli;;ka (1987) }_. 

They c~n be used to order a set of alternatives. The number 

of ·alternatives can be as high as .30~ _ the . number __ of experts up 

to. 20-50 (depending upon tłie lprocedu:i;-e · used)~ Orderings of alter-
. . 

,· 
na;:ives •given_ by experts śnoura have , the form .of linear or partial 

order (depending upori .tl}e· procedure_used): In the case of the 

Remeny's medicin it <;;an be ~s-sumed that· some -alternatives cannot 
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be compared. The package EXPERT is written in PASCAL and is irnple

rnented on an IBM PC type .cornputer. 

4,3. Computer-aided negotiation system fpr allocation of 

research funds (CANS) 

In order to verify the model discussed in Section 4, 1 ', •i t was 

applied to detennining the growth strategy óf _a research ·institute. 

To determine si.ich a strategy cornpletely one has to solvethe pro

blem of assigning research workers to particular projects in such 

a way that sorne desired f inancial requirements are satis_fied. For 

the purpose of solving this problem an auction~tyre procedure was 

proposed [Jakubowski, Kulikowski; Wagner ( 1 984) ) : - · 

A program which is the implementation of this procedure was 

written in FORTRAN IV S for a MERA-40O minicom,uter. Some experi

ments were carried out to investigate the eff'ectiveness of this 

computer-aided negotiation system. Five heads of Departments of 

the Institute took part "in a g·ame aimed at a-etermining the contrib

ution of their research tearns in the realization of 6 projects 

related to systems . analysis. These proj~cts were chosen using the 

EXPERT package. Proposals of the research projects were supplied 

by ull the senior research wo.+kers of the Institute. Results of 

experiments carried out show that with the aid of this system, 

some equilibrium point can be reached in 5 or 6 runs. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In t~e paper the following pro_cedures and models ip.tended 

to support negot-iations on the choice of . enterprisE: growth stra

tegy have been briefly discussed: . ( i) Auction procedures for 

choice among discrete ·alternatives [Afanasev, Le zina ( 1982), 
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Kulikowski, Jakubowski, Wagner ( 1 986) ] ; (ii) Auction procedures 

for choic.e of tl;l.e quantity _and financing the public divisible 

good (Kulikowski, Jakubowski, Wagner (1986), Smith (1980) }; 

(iii) Computer-aided negotiation system for allocation of research 
. . . . . 

funds (CAN Sł [Jakubowski , Kulikowski, Wagner ( 1986) ] ; ( iv) Expert 

judgement procedures, e.g. computer package EXPERT [Ksi,eżopolska 

(1987) ]; and the financial model of an enterprise (FME) 

(Straszak et al (1987)]. 

The above~mentioned tools can be applied_ to construct 

adecisi~n support system· to be used to facilitate arduous multi

-actor negotiations on the enterprise _growth strategy. They can be 

of special help in -the case of a multi-interactive structure of 

enterprise managemen..t, which seems to be the most effective under 

the conditions of real economic reform supposed to be intróduced 

in Poland [Straszak (1981)]. 

At the Systems Research'' Institute, soqie of the mentioned 

tools, i.e. CANS ," EXPERT, F_ME, were computerized arid experience 

was gained in the ~course of, the l.aboratory and field experiments. 
. . 

The detailed ·analysis of these procedures as well as the experi-' . . . . . . . 

mental resufts can be· found in the literature cited. 

The a~ctlon pr~edures ' fo:i:'.' collective decision making have 
~ I . 

not been .computerized by the authors yet and no experience rela-

ted to their. application has been gained. The 'following · conclu

sions concerns ' them. 

It should be emphasized that the theory ·of auctions for 

ch9ice ,~mong ~iscrete alternatives. (Problem I, see Subsection 

3.1) is still poorly developed. This is due to the discrete cha

racter of the .problem to be solved. The analysis (performed from 

the point of view -of game theoryJ of the iterative process of 

interactions among the considered actors is very difficult 

[Afanasąv, Lezina (1982), Engelbrecht-Wiggans (19?0) ]. Further 
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investigation in_ this area .is needed. 

Auction prO<?edures for. the chcice of the quantity and finan-
. -- -

cing the public divisible geod (Problem .lI, see Subsection. 3·. 2) 

need further s_tudies too. 

In the pDesented procedures we have assumed that the main . 

interest of the cElnter managing and coord1nating the rnultistage 

process of interactions among the participants u1 (i=1, .,. .. ,_N) 

is to reach such a collective ·,3.greement, whic4 to the maximll;nl · 

poss ilile ..:.xtent, satisfies all U i" Hence, "the rationaUty"_ o_t:_ 

t l,e finał collective 's decision can be measured in terms of the 

sum of utilities ach:ieved by· the· partic_ipants · at the eguiLf.brium . 

_point. 

However, it:__ can be _shown that :in many ca ses ·. the above assump

tion does not hold. Very often the glo_bal goal to be achieved by 

the coordination center is not in agreement with . the local goals 

of the parti.cipants Ui. The system_ consisting :of N .auction 

participants aiming at maximization of their goal, functions arid 

the ·coordination cent,er .ha.ving its own goal function, can be _con

s.idered as an (N+1) - person non-zero-sum game of the Stackelberg 

type. In the theory of auction procedures .for co1lective decisl.on 

mak_ing the mentioned problem ,has not yet been consi,dered in . more 
·, 

detail. Some aspects of this problem . have been solved by Germejer 

and Watel ( 197_4). Many problerns similar to those considered are 

also ·discussed by Burkov -(1 977) within . his theory of active 

systems. 

It should be emphasized however that the formulation of 

(N+1) · - person auction procedures is a ·difficult problem. ' In ge

nerał, the analytical form of the coordination . center goal func

tion is not known. This results from the fact that very o:ften 
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the preferences ot the coordination center -fc:ir particular collec

tive' solutionś - can be. given as orderings only; i.e. · the center . , 
- . ·I - . -_ - . 

state s that -a given solu1:_ion is "better" or "worse" ,.than others. 

K. Shimizu · ( 1984 I _ has .obtain~d interesting resul ts conąern:l:nlg 
. . 

the hiera~chical systein of collective decision makińg under the 
. . . -

~ondition that the p_references of coordinatioń_ center a_re _ g:l,.veri 

·il1 the ranking s9ale. -

·Results of application of both types of auctioo pr05=edures 
.. 

are influenced by so-Ćalled "free-:rider" or l'sophisticated vo- · 

ting" behaviour of participants. Such behaviour relies on the 

false -reporting of the participant's preferences, aimed at mis

leading other members of the collective. A. Gibbard (1977) proved 

-that eveń in the case of applying such simple procedu:c:e as voting 

to ordering of elements, manipulation is possib1.e: In order · to 

prevent this behaviour specific mechaniSil\S are applied. · Same of 

them have been utilized· in tne · so-cal.led ' Groves-Ledy~rd procedures 
i 

(1977). -

Evaluation of the participant's utility is also a diffićult 

problem. In ·experiments c _arried ~t- by V. Smith (1980) ., in order 

todetermine. the practical · usefuln-ess Óf .oollective decision . ·,. . ' . 

making procedures, the ' pa~ti~.ipan~' s u.tility . furictions :-Were ~odel

led as Cobb-Douglas ones. However, his approach_ has some„ disa_dvan

tages due to -the m~ltiplicative form of this function. To-avoid . 

them,, one c_an use functions having the addłtive· - multiplicative 

form, e.g. the CES type functions [Kulikowski, Jakubowski, wa~ner 

(1986)]. 
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